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SERVICEABLE SATELLITE - SINGLE SOLAR ARRAY
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• ALTERNATE DESIGN CONCEPT
• AVOIDS ROTATING SOLAR ARRAY 
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GUIDELINES FOR USING SHUTTLE SORTIE MODE IN EARTH SENSOR DEVELOPMENT
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RELAXED WEIGHT, SIZE, POWER CONSTRAINTS
SHORT INTEGRATION TIME
UNIQUE METHODS TO ACHIEVE PAYLOAD MISSION RELIABILITY
USE OF SPSE AND CPSE
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HISTORICAL AND HYPOTHETICAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
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ENG. ' WORTHY COST 
PROGRAM MODELS MODELS (S VLJCNS)
SIR IS 1 1 (S) - l.C
SBIRS - - C.2
NSVTPR 1 US) C.5





GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS
(BY DISCIPLINE)
COASTAL OCEANOGRAPHY TERRESTRIAL SURVEYS










Land Surfaces Only Cloud,'Seas 'ice
High Spatial Resolution Global
High & Medium Spectra! . Med Spafia: Res.
Resolution High & Med Scsct 







High sshundreds of feet; medssO.5-10 miles; low ^10-100 miles 
High 2s low hundreds of A; med ^ 400-800 A; low « >1000 A 
Highs-more than one ob/day; med % one ob every 1-3 days; low ss not as 
often as one ob/3 days
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